
WETLANDS INSPIRE
What does wetland conservation mean to  
you? Express yourself with words or imagery.  
Take a photo and share your voice, tag us.

a programme of contemporary art 
exploring the paradoxes of conservation 
in the wetlands environment

#wetlandsunravelled

Front coverWETLANDS UNRAVELLED
At this time of environmental crisis the 
world’s wetlands are needed more than 
ever. They have also never been more 
threatened. WWT is working to save 
wetlands in the UK and overseas and  
your visit here today is supporting this  
vital work.

To find out more visit:  
wwt.org.uk/london/wetlands-unravelled

To help wetlands even more please 
consider becoming a member.  
Speak to our staff to find out how.

WETLANDS UNRAVELLED 
TALKS AND WORKSHOPS
Unravelled artists are giving talks or  
leading workshops at the London Wetland 
Centre during the exhibition, many of which 
are free. Booking is essential so please  
ask our staff or check out our websites for 
more details.

Unravelled curators guided tours 
Saturday 22 May &  
Saturday 25 September 2 - 3pm

Disturb_ance by Sharon McElroy 
will launch with a premiere in the  
H20 building on Thursday 22 July. 

www.wwt.org.uk/wetlands-unravelled

1 October 2020  -  14 November 2021

#wetlandsunravelled

WETLANDS UNRAVELLED
Wetlands Unravelled is an 11-month long 
contemporary arts programme unfolding over two 
seasons with new sculptural, installation, video 
and textile works by ten artists.

The art explores conflicting notions of our 
relationship with and management of wetland 
environments by focussing on the overlooked and 
hidden stories of the site. Found on land and in 
water, the artworks evolve from the sights, sounds 
and stories of these wetlands. Reflecting time spent 
with WWT conservationists, the artists respond  
to wetlands and their paradoxical role as both 
victim and saviour in the fight against the 
environmental emergency.

ARTISTS
For more information about the artists and their 
work, visit: wwt.org.uk/london/wetlands-unravelled

Gavin Osborn 

Survival: Lines of Flight 
Digital soundworks

By presenting multiple sounds together, including 
those from under the water, the work describes 

a place where humans intersect with ecology, 
biodiversity, migration and climate change. You can 
listen by downloading the soundwork and find out 
more about Osborn’s wetland research by visiting:  
wwt.org.uk/london/wetlands-unravelled

Tania Kovats 

Wet Land 
Newsprint, edition of 10,000

Discover the Wet Land newsprint publication which 
contains Kovats’ drawings and writings based on her 
personal experience of the London Wetland Centre.

Anne Deeming 

Whether this changes anything. 
Weather – it changes everything. 
Wood, thermochromatic and  
hydrochromatic paint

These sculptures serve as a reminder of the  
need for collective reflection on how we affect  
and influence the natural world.

Alec Stevens 

That Sinking Feeling 
English oak, American white ash,  
re-purposed South East Asian Teak

These architectural follies simultaneously offer a 

resting place for wildfowl and a warning that 
change is coming.

Jonathan Wright  

Gilded Floating Manor House  
Gold leaf, composite sign board, recycled  
PVC board, aluminium angle, red oxide paint

Barn Elms Manor House recreated in its original 
but new wetland setting. In its heyday  
incarnation as the 18th century headquarters  
of the Kit-Cat Club for influential politicians.

Lizzie Cannon 

Intervention 
Embroidery, silk

This embroidered window pane invites you  
to look through it to the grazing marsh  
beyond. The artwork uses stitch to think  
through the tensions between the wild and 
managed landscape.

Caitlin He�ernan 

Living Collections
Waterproof fabric, child mannequins, thread,  
polyfibre filling

These figures are hybrid forms, somewhere 
between bird and human, that have moved in 

and made this site their home, for now.

Sharon McElroy 

Disturb_ance 
Video, from  22 July only

In this film the characters act out hidden 
struggles for habitat, food and breeding 
opportunities among co-existing flora and 
fauna species.

Claire Barber  

A stitch for every sound 
Cloth, thread

This selection of works was made over the last 
18 months. It records in stitch the artist’s sonic 
experience of the London Wetland Centre, 
conservation sites and nature during and after 
national lockdown in the UK.

Eloise Moody 

The Dri� 
Shirts, wooden poles, thread

These windsocks are made from clothing 
donated by refugees and migrants living in 
London. Their journeys have followed the 
same flight paths as the London Wetland 
Centre’s visiting birds.
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Gavin Osborn 
Survival: Lines  
of Flight
Download and listen to the 
work across the site. The 
audio tracks are designed to be mixed with 
the sound around you. Start by listening to the 
tracks at the points marked on the map.

Tania Kovats 

Wet Land
SOUTH ROUTE: Indoors in the Dulverton hide  
& WWF hide 
WEST ROUTE: Indoors in the Headley hide

Anne Deeming 

Whether this changes anything. 
Weather – it changes everything.
WEST ROUTE: Outdoors along the path

Alec Stevens 

That Sinking Feeling
WEST ROUTE: Outdoors along the main path

Jonathan Wright 

Gilded Floating Manor House
SOUTH ROUTE: Outdoors along the main path

Lizzie Cannon  

Intervention
SOUTH ROUTE: Indoors in the Peacock Tower

Caitlin He�ernan 

Living Collections
SOUTH ROUTE: Outdoors along the main path

Claire Barber 
A sound for every stitch 
H20: Indoors in lobby 
WEST ROUTE: Outdoors along main path

Eloise Moody  

Dri�
Outdoors on pedestrian entrance path

Sharon McElroy 

Disturb_ance 
WEST ROUTE: Indoors in Trappers Lodge

Observatory
WWF hide

Dulverton hide

Headley hide

Wildside hide

Peacock tower

Main lake

Reservoir lagoon
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For more information about the artists  and their work, visit 
wwt.org.uk/london/wetlands-unravelled
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